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Summary:
The Adaptive Business Continuity (BC) approach may provide value at least eleven times faster
than historical BC approaches that are modeled on existing standards such as DRI’s Professional
Practices and ANSI standard ISO22301. By analyzing the lifecycle of standard BC practices as
outlined in the BCI’s Good Practice Guide, estimating the hours it would take a hypothetical
organization to execute those practices, and then estimating the value gained from each
practice, it is possible to calculate a Time to Value (TTV) based on the estimates for the two
approaches. As TTV calculations are relatively new to the BC industry, the author anticipates
and addresses several possible objections early in the paper. The resulting calculations, while
potentially subject to a wide margin of error, indicate that the Adaptive BC approach is
significantly faster at providing value. In some BC lifecycle phases, the TTV of an Adaptive BC
approach may be 18 to 20 times faster. These results have broad and significant implications in
the preparedness industry, several of which are highlighted in the conclusion of this paper.

Introduction:
Commentators like Regina Phelps,1 Miles Coburn,2 Rod Crowder,3 David Lindstedt,4 and others
have argued that there is no or minimal direct financial return on investment (ROI) for business
continuity. Yet, a BC program must provide some type of value to warrant its existence. While
organizations and practitioners can now measure preparedness and recoverability5 with a fair
level of precision, it remains rather difficult to measure the value of any individual BC activity.
Nevertheless, it is important to try. While the BC profession does not yet have an exact
measure of value, it is possible to assign some rough estimate of value to any given BC activity.
Let us call this a “Recovery Value Unit” (RVU), namely, some estimate of the value that an
activity provides in order to increase an organization’s actual continuity and recoverability
capabilities.
Recent developments in Lean theory and Agile project management can provide guidance along
these lines. While there is yet no accepted unit of value in the BC industry, we can at least

identify likely candidates, then apply them consistently to different BC approaches. Agile
project management, for example, usually does not estimate effort in terms of hours, but
instead uses “t-shirt sizes” or Fibonacci numbers to make comparative estimates for activities.
Likewise, this paper has attempted to use estimation criteria that allows for consistent
comparative estimates whenever possible. The establishment of more universal RVU measures
in the BC industry should prove a fruitful topic for future research, but a full examination of that
topic is not in the scope of this paper.
Once we have a way to begin to estimate RVUs, we can pair RVU estimations with measures of
time in order to calculate an estimated Time to Value (TTV) for BC activities. TTV6 is the amount
of time an activity, or set of activities, takes to provide the customer with some actualized
benefit or value. By estimating both the value that a BC activity provides and the time it takes
to provide that value, professionals can judge the potential advantages of adopting and
applying one BC approach over another.
The question for the remainder of this paper is this:
Between Adaptive BC and standard BC practices, which approach provides the most value in the
least amount of time (a faster Time to Value)?
Before we begin to estimate time to value, we need to clarify two important points about the
nature of value.

Two Points about Value:
Point One: Just because something is valuable to the provider does not mean it is valuable to
the customer.
This is oftentimes a difficult lesson for any business to learn, but examples from Silicon Valley to
Wall Street are numerous and oftentimes infamous. This truth about value is a major reason for
the increasing popularity of the Lean7 approach to business, R&D, product development,
software development, and even operations.8
In the business continuity industry, we can formulate this first point in this way: Just because
something is valuable to the BC program or BC practitioner does not mean it is valuable to the
customer.
What this means for BC is that, just because an activity is something the BC practitioner wants
to do in support of BC work, that does not mean it provides value to the customer. In fact,
many standard BC practices arguably take value away from the customer – consider, for
instance, the time executives must spend in meetings to create, organize, and run a BC Advisory
Committee, BC Steering committee, and/or BC Policy committee. Time spent in BC related
meetings is a common way that participants measure their satisfaction (or dissatisfaction) with
BC initiatives overall.

Point Two: Just because something is valuable to the provider, does not mean it helps the
organization meet its needs.
This too has proven to be a difficult lesson for many organizations to learn. This truth about
value is a major reason for the increasing popularity of the Agile9 approach to project
management and software development in particular. Agile focuses on the needs of the
customer, providing iterative value in two- to four-week sprints. Value is measured by the end
product itself and whether the product actually helps address the customer’s need. A long list
of documented software requirements, any of which might change on any given week, does not
help customers solve their problem; only a functional product does this.
In the business continuity industry, we can formulate this second point in this way: Just because
something is valuable to the BC program or BC practitioner does not mean it helps the
organization meet its needs.
The end goal of the BC professional is not to perform a fixed set of prescribed activities. The
end goal of the BC professional is to continuously improve the organization’s ability to recover
from an uncontrolled loss of people and/or resources. The proper outcome of the BC
practitioner’s work is to enable the company and empower its employees to do the best they
can to function and continue services following a major incident. BC value must be judged on
the basis of whether BC activities actually help the organization address this underlying goal.

Approach:
We can categorize the functions of any standard BC program by using any existing guide, such
as ISO22301 or DRI’s Professional Practices. Because of the relatively straightforward
presentation and enumeration of its prescribed activities, this paper uses the BCI’s 2018 Good
Practice Guidelines (GPG)10 to guide its estimations. According to the GPG, a BC program is
constituted of six phases:
1. Policy and Programme Management
2. Embedding
3. Analysis
4. Design
5. Implementation
6. Validation
Note that these phases do not line up precisely to the non-linear approach found in Adaptive
BC, but it provides a place to start. In each phase, we can estimate the RVU and the TTV of the
activities in that phase.
For the purposes of estimation and comparison, consider a hypothetical organization, a
business called SchizzleSoftware. For the sake of round numbers and easy estimatiton, let us
say that SchizzleSoftware has 20 employees in each of its 20 departments, plus an additional 10
executives and one executive assistant, for a total of 411 staff members. Further suppose that a

BC professional has been asked to launch a BC program for SchizzleSoftware and perform an
initial round of preparedness activities.
The next several sections of this paper will examine each of the six GPG phases and estimate
the RVUs and TTV for that phase.

Phase 1: Policy and Programme Management:
GPG BC Approach
In short, this phase involves the set up and launch of a BC program. It “requires top
management action, support, and commitment to set up, draft and review the policy relating to
business continuity and the programme used to implement it” (GPG p.13). There are 31 steps in
this phase according to the GPG.
How long might this take? Taking an artificially conservative approach, assume that the launch
needs to involve only half of the executives and one executive assistant, and that each step only
takes one hour to complete. The resulting duration estimate would look like this:
Table One: Estimated hours for Standard Policy and Programme Management activities for
SchizzleSoftware
Activity
# Steps # Execs +
BC
# Hours /
Assistant Professional Step
Establish BC Programme Policy
10
6
1
1
Define BC Programme Scope
4
6
1
1
Establish BC Programme Governance
6
6
1
1
Assign Roles & Responsibilities
2
6
1
1
[Establish] the BC Programme
9
6
1
1
GRAND TOTAL:

Total
Hours
70
28
42
14
63
217

How much value did the BC professional generate in 217 hours of BC work?
Optimistically, the 31 steps could provide the following types of value:
• Awareness: Just being aware that major incidents can happen, thinking about them and
some possible reactions, and knowing that leadership will have a role to play in recovery
will improve recovery capabilities at least a little
• Mission: It is important that everyone be on the same page with regard to what is
important to the organization at time of disaster; if done well, some of these
conversations should lay a foundation towards the belief that mission cohesion is
important
• RPC Capability Improvements: Perhaps the executives even got so excited that they
each took initiative to improve at least two resources, procedures, or (crisis)
competencies along the way
We can optimistically estimate value like this:

Table Two: Optimistic evaluation of Standard Policy and Programme Management phase
activities
Benefit
# Execs + Assistant
RVUs
Total RVUs
Awareness
6
1
6
Mission
6
1
6
RPC Improvements
6
2
12
GRAND TOTAL:
24
Pessimistically, however, the executives might have been resentful that the BC practitioner
took 186 hours11 of their time to sit in meetings, edit policy drafts, and help establish a BC
program. In this pessimistic case, the total RVU count would be zero at best, and perhaps even
a negative value at worst. Assume a total of 0 RVUs in this case.
Which is most likely? Some executives will find some value in some activities that will provide
some actual recovery value. We might estimate it like this:
Table Three: Most likely Evaluation of Standard Launch Phase activities
Benefit
# Execs + Assistant
RVUs
Awareness
3
1
Mission
3
1
RPC Improvements
3
1
GRAND TOTAL:

Total RVUs
3
3
3
9

How do we choose which estimate to use? One accepted solution in such cases is to use the
PERT12 estimation method. Employing PERT, we estimate that SchizzleSoftware obtained a total
of 10 RVUs in this phase as (0 + 4*9 + 24) / 6 = 10.

Adaptive BC Approach
The Adaptive BC practitioner does not perform most of these standard GPG launch activities.
Instead, the Adaptive BC professional focuses on quickly learning the experiences and
expectations from key executive stakeholders in order to help frame the first steps of BC work.
The following is a sample of the types of questions an Adaptive BC practitioner might ask in
these initial meetings with executives:
• Is there any thing or any threat in particular about which you are concerned?
• What is your experience, positive and negative, with BC programs in the past?
• What are the most important objectives you want this new BC program to accomplish?
• What concerns do you have about launching a BC program?
• Which of your twenty departments is most critical and why (discuss at least three)?
• Are there any “landmines” I should know about?
• With whom do I work to schedule a meeting with each department director?
• How often would you like me to update you on progress?

Let us suppose the BC practitioner has a conversation with each of the 10 executives, keeping it
to 30 minutes. Therefore, the total time expenditure is estimated as:
Table Four: Estimated hours for Adaptive Policy and Program Management phase activities for
SchizzleSoftware
Activity
# Execs
Exec
BC Prof
Hours
Total
Assistant
Hours
Program launch interviews
10
1
0.5
10
(Logistics and scheduling)
1
1
1
2
GRAND TOTAL:
12
What value did the BC Professional generate in 12 hours?
While the BC Professional probably learned a lot of important things that s/he will be able to
apply down the road, we must focus on the value that an activity actually provides to increase
an organization’s recoverability. While there may be good reason to think that the value
estimates might be even higher than those in the standard approach above, assume that they
are at least equal in value, in that these activities made advances in the categories of
awareness, mission, and RPC improvements. In this case, we can use the same estimations we
used for GPG BC valuation in the launch phase above.
Using the PERT estimation method again, we estimate that SchizzleSoftware obtained a total of
10 RVUs in this phase as (0 + 4*9 + 24)/6 = 10.

Policy and Program Management Phase Results
The standard BC approach provided 10 RVUs in 217 hours.
The Adaptive BC approach provided 10 RVUs in 12 hours.
Expressing the results as a percentage of Time to Value (TTV) we get:
• Standard BC approach: 10 / 217 = .05%
• Adaptive BC approach: 10 / 12 = 83%
In this phase, Adaptive BC provided equal value roughly 18 times faster.

A Pause for Objections
Certainly, many will object to these back-of-the-napkin calculations. Here are a few expected
objections, and a brief response for each; a fuller response would require another paper
entirely.
Wrong notion of “value”
Objection: Some of the activities involved in this first phase have different or additional kinds of
value other than awareness, mission, and RPC improvements.
Response: This is likely true. The question is: Are these other values beneficial for the BC
practitioner and BC program, or for the participants and organization? For the purposes of this

paper, we are only interested in value to the customer and organization. The proper outcome
of BC work is the improvement of an organization’s ability to continue or recover services
following a major disruption. Readers and researchers could well propose alternative measures
for value than the three adopted, and they could well be more suitable as long as they fell
within the overall core BC mission to improve an organization’s ability to continue or recover
services. Either way, these three suffice for comparative measures of value, which is all that is
needed for an initial estimation of Time to Value.
Wrong approach for a Small or Medium Sized Business (SMB)
Objection: The hypothetical company chosen for estimations is relatively small; the standard BC
approach is better suited for large organizations.
Response: Assuming this to be true for the moment, substituting a larger organization only
makes for an even lower TTV for the standard BC methodology.
The vast majority of BC practices do not have economies of scale. The more departments the
organization has, the more the BC practitioner has to perform the same activities. Think of the
additional work the BC practitioner would need to perform and other departments s/he would
need to involve if the hypothetical organization was just five times larger. Having to involve
legal and compliance departments and set up additional steering and advisory committees
alone will continue to increase time in approximately the same 18:1 ratio above, if not higher.
Too many hours estimated for Policy and Programme Management
Objection: It would not take as many hours to perform the activities in this phase as estimated
for the standard BC approach.
Response: We believe the estimated hours were extremely conservative. Naturally, for better
estimates, actual empirical research would be needed and welcomed.
Not every GPG Activity is Required
Objection: The GPG is only a guide to BC activities; not every activity is required. Therefore, it
would not take as many hours to perform the activities in this phase as estimated for the
standard BC approach.
Response: It’s not clear to what degree any given activity in the GPG is strictly required. On the
one hand, the GPG is a set of recommended practices and not a set of legal or regulatory
requirements. On the other hand, the activities appear in the GPG in the first place because its
authors recommend performing said activities when launching and maintaining a BC program.
Therefore, unless there is a specific reason why a certain activity could not be performed,
presumedly the GPG would recommend that the activity should be performed.
The language in the opening pages of the GPG, as well as the introduction to the “Policy and
Programme Management” section, seems to indicate that every identified activity should be
performed. “The BCI GPG builds on the ISO requirements…” (GPG p.7, emphasis mine) and is
“complimentary… to national and international standards” all of which “…constitute equally
essential and valuable parts of any business continuity and resilience professional’s toolkit”

(GPG p.7). The introduction to Section One of the GPG mentions only the possibility of
postponing, but not excluding, certain activities. “In a large or complex organization, where a
fully scoped business continuity programme may take many months to complete, an interim
response structure and plan may be a sensible temporary measure” (GPG p.14). While it seems
the BC professional may have some say as to when to perform the ten steps required to
produce the “key document” of a business continuity policy, the professional does not have the
option to skip any of those steps. In any case, it is entirely unclear under what circumstances, if
any, the BC professional has the right to exclude an activity prescribed by the GPG, or on what
grounds the BC professional might make such a decision.13
“Recovery Value Unit” is not an accepted industry term
Objection: There is no such thing as a “Recovery Value Unit”.
Response: While this is indeed a new term, introduced for the purposes of this paper and future
research, certainly the BC profession ought to provide value for its efforts, and such value ought
to be quantifiable to some degree.
As Douglas W. Hubbard explains in his authoritative work, How to Measure Anything: Finding
the Value of “Intangibles” in Business,14 “If you can define the outcome you really want, give
examples of it, and identify how those consequences are observable, then you can design
measurements that will measure the outcomes that matter” (p. 51). Arguably, BC professionals,
researchers, and thought leaders have done a poor job both in trying to define the value that
BC work brings to an organization and in identifying observable criteria exemplifying that value.
Hopefully this article begins to correct both those oversights; the “Outcome and Implications”
section of this paper addresses this topic in more detail.
Wide margin of error
Objection: The author admits in the Summary of this paper that the estimates are “potentially
subject to a wide margin of error.”
Response: That is true, but even so, the findings are significant.
Suppose that the estimates have a margin of error of a full 50%. In this case, the estimates
provide a range of results that look like this:
The standard BC approach provided 5 – 15 RVUs in 109 – 326 hours.
The Adaptive BC approach provided 5 – 15 RVUs in 6 – 18 hours.
Expressing the results as a full range of percentages of Time to Value (TTV) we get:
Table Five: Range of Percentages of TTV with a 50% Margin of Error
Approach
Minimum
Maximum
Standard BC approach
5 / 326 = .02%
15 / 109 = 14%
Adaptive BC approach
5 / 18 = 28%
15 / 6 = 250%

Therefore, even when comparing the maximum estimated TTV for the standard BC approach
(14%) to the minimum estimated TTV for the Adaptive BC approach (28%), the Adaptive BC
approach still provides value twice as fast.

Phase Two: Embedding
Standard BC Approach
“The goal of embedding business continuity is to ensure that it becomes part of business as
usual across the organization…” (GPG p. 28). According to the GPG, this phase involves:
• “Raising awareness about business continuity through communication.
• Encouraging buy-in from interested parties.
• Ensuring required competencies and skills are in place.
• Ensuring appropriate training and learning opportunities are provided.” (GPG p.28)
This likely involves a good deal of work across the organization, work that requires “a
collaborative approach from top management and the business continuity professional” (GPG
p. 28) to ensure “that business continuity is considered by top management when the
organization’s strategic plan is being developed or reviewed” (GPG p. 30). It requires that “all
individuals with roles and responsibilities for business continuity should have the appropriate
education, training, and experience required for the development and implementation of the
business continuity policy and programme…” (GPG p. 31).
It is difficult to estimate the hours involved in this phase. To try and keep the number of
estimated hours to a minimum, assume that the BC practitioner will only do one “round” of
embedding phase activities across the organization, and that s/he will keep it limited only to
department heads and half of the executives. Having just written the policy document in the
previous phase, the BC practitioner will skip work on updating the organization’s strategic plan.
Table Six: Estimated Hours for an initial Round of Standard Embedding phase activities for
SchizzleSoftware
Activity
Comm Dept + # Dept
# Execs’ BC Prof
Exec Assistant Heads’
Hours
Hours
Hours
Raising awareness about business 20
20 x 1
6 x 0.5
20
continuity through
communication.
Encouraging buy-in from
1
20 x 0.5
6x2
20
interested parties.
Ensuring required competencies
1
20 x 2
6x2
20
and skills are in place.
Ensuring appropriate training and
20
20 x 2
6 x 0.5
20
learning opportunities are
provided
GRAND TOTAL:

Total
Hours
63
43
73
83
262

What about the delivered value for these 262 hours?
Assume that this initial round of training does not go into much depth and that the awareness
activities would likely be rather general in nature. Assume that emotional support for the
program such as executive buy-in does not qualify as an RVU, as it does not directly translate to
improving recovery capabilities; while such buy-in might help embed the program and thus
provide future value to the organization, it does not provide such value at this time. Further
assume that training does provide three RVUs per person, as it contributes to the improvement
of at least one procedure and two competencies. Finally, assume that those involved in the
process were not so bothered by having to dedicate their time to these Embedding efforts that
they were unable to realize the value. With these assumptions, and skipping the individual
steps for a PERT calculation, we might estimate the value as such:
Table Seven: Most likely Evaluation of Standard Embedding phase activities
Benefit
# Recipients
RVUs
Total RVUs
Awareness
26
1
26
Training
26
3
78
GRAND TOTAL:
104
The standard BC approach provided 104 RVUs in 262 hours. Expressing the results as a
percentage of Time to Value (TTV) we get: 104 / 262 = 40%

Adaptive BC Approach
The Adaptive BC approach simply does not perform these embedding activities as a separate
phase, and very few of them as stand-alone activities at all. These embedding outcomes are a
natural byproduct of the continuous improvement process when performed properly. By way
of a brief explanation:
• Raising awareness: Awareness is generated organically with the successful engagement
of the customer; there is no need to focus on this as a separate deliverable supported
by specific corporate communications programs.
• Encouraging buy-in: The outcomes of the BC process should provide enough value that
it requires no overt executive support other than the permission to perform the job and
the money to purchase resources as warranted. Participants are directly engaged in
preparedness activities, and the BC practitioner adapts his/her approach to maximize
value to each specific participant as part of the ongoing relationship and feedback loops.
• Ensuring required competencies and skills are in place: This is a key activity but cannot
be efficiently and effectively performed when separated either from the process of
improving recovery capabilities or from the unique culture and individuals of each
specific department.
• Ensuring appropriate training and learning: This too cannot be artificially disassociated
from improvements and departmental culture.

Therefore, we must say that this category requires zero hours for an Adaptive BC approach and
provides zero value, as it is simply “not applicable.”

Embedding Phase Results
The standard BC approach provided 104 RVUs in 262 hours. The Adaptive BC approach is not
applicable. Expressing the results as a percentage of Time to Value (TTV) we get:
• Standard BC approach: 104 / 262 = 40%
• Adaptive BC approach: NA

Phase Three: Analysis (BIA)
Standard BC
For standard BC practices, this phase is comprised of the business impact analysis and a risk
assessment. For the sake of brevity, let us assume that the organization has hired a Risk
Manager to perform the risk assessment, and therefore the BC practitioner will not perform a
risk assessment.
In the 2018 version of the GPG, there are four different types of BIAs, and the organization may
undertake any or all them. The GPG and ISO/TS 22317:2015 make it quite clear that this can be
a very intensive and detailed undertaking indeed. While no formal study has been done to
determine the average length of time it takes to conduct a BIA, anecdotal evidence suggests it
requires between three and nine months, and sometimes over a year.
Perhaps it is best to adopt a middle-of-the-road estimate with regard to hours. Assume that the
BC practitioner for SchizzleSoftware decides to perform only two of the four possible BIAs, that
only three people from each department need to be involved, and that no executives need to
participate.
The Initial BIA, the first type of BIA according to the GPG, takes 13 steps. Here are the desired
high-level outcomes of the phase; these can serve as an indication of the level of detail and
complexity involved in this phase:
• “A list of the organization’s products and services…
• The impacts over time related to the delivery failure of products and services.
• Estimated MTPDs [maximum tolerable period of disruption] for products and services.
• A list of processes and owners that contribute to the delivery of products and services.
• A breakdown of internal and external activity dependencies.
• A list of products, services, processes, and activities that have been excluded, along with
the justification of the exclusion.” (GPG p. 44)
Again, it is difficult to estimate how many hours these activities require, so, again, this paper
will attempt a best, conservative guess.
Table Eight: Estimated hours for an Initial BIA for SchizzleSoftware

Activity

# Dept
Staff

# of
Depts

Total
Hours

3

# Dept
BCP Prof
Staff Hours Hours per
Dept
1
2

A list of the organization’s
products and services
The impacts over time
Estimated MTPDs for products
and services
A list of processes and owners
that contribute to the delivery
of products and services
A breakdown of internal and
external activity dependencies
A list of products, services,
processes, and activities that
have been excluded, along with
the justification of the exclusion

20

100

3
3

1
1

2
2

20
20

100
100

3

1

3

20

120

3

1

3

20

120

3

.5

2

20

70

GRAND TOTAL:

610

Given the assumption that the BC practitioner will only do one more type of BIA, executing just
two of the four types of GPG BIA activities in this phase, which of the remaining three BIA types
should we consider? Arguably the least complex of these is the Product and Service BIA,
constituting nine steps. The desired outcomes are:
• “Clarification or modification of the scope of the business continuity programme.
• A list of the organization’s prioritized products and services.
• Evaluation of impacts over time.” (GPG p. 45)
Assume that the BC practitioner elects to adopt the Product and Service BIA as the second type
of BIA. An estimate of the hours required for a Product and Service BIA might look like this:
Table Nine: Estimated hours for a Product and Service BIA for SchizzleSoftware
Activity with Executives
# Execs +
# Hours BCP Prof
Exec Assist
Hours
Clarification or modification of the scope 6
1
2
of the business continuity programme.
A list of the organization’s prioritized
6
3
6
products and services.
Evaluation of impacts over time
6
1
2
Activity with Departmental Staff
# Dept
# Hours BCP Prof
Staff
Hours
per Dept
Clarification or modification of the scope 0
0
0
of the business continuity programme.

NA

Total
Hours
8
24

8
# of
Total
Depts Hours
0

0

A list of the organization’s prioritized
products and services.
Evaluation of impacts over time

3

1

3

20

3

1

2
20
GRAND TOTAL:

120
100
260

What is the output of these two BIA activities with regard to value? Why does a BC practitioner
perform a BIA? GPG maintains that, “The BIA identifies the urgency of each activity undertaken
by the organization by assessing the impact over time caused by any potential or actual
disruption…” (GPG p.38) and that, “The business continuity professional uses the BIA to
determine the organization’s business continuity requirements” (GPG p.38).
The key item that directly contributes to the recoverability of the organization is a full
prioritization of all services. Everything else simply sets the stage for future phases of BC work –
the BIA “will enable the organization to develop continuity solutions and plans that avoid
reaching the MTPD” (GPG p. 43).
This being the case, the value proposition to the organization is rather straightforward. Based
on the decisions made during these BIA meetings, those who participated in the discussions
should have a good understanding of what products, services, and activities to recover or
continue following a disaster, and in what order. As the BIA forms the cornerstone of most
standard BC activities, let us give it a triple-weighting.
Table Ten: Most likely evaluation of BIA activities
Benefit
# Participants
RVUs
Prioritization
66
3
GRAND TOTAL:

Total RVUs
198
198

Adaptive BC
One of the ten principles of the 2017 Adaptive BC Manifesto15 is to omit the BIA. Explaining and
defending this principle is well outside the bounds of this article. In summary, and only to
provide enough background to continue with the value estimates in this paper, Adaptive BC
recommends omitting the BIA because:
•
•
•

“The goal of quantifying the impact of disaster is likely a non-starter from the beginning.
Numerous commentators have identified numerous deep flaws at the core of the BIA
practice...
Executive leadership can be trusted to identify critical services based on their
experience and knowledge of the organization… and therefore can set general direction
and prioritization for preparedness planning.
The proper sequence to restore services at time of disaster will depend on the exact
nature of the post-disaster situation, a situation that cannot be predicted ahead of time.
Because the organization must be flexible and responsive to the situation as it unfolds in

real time, recovery time targets and a prescriptive recovery sequence should not be
predetermined.” (Adaptive BC Manifesto) (See also: “What was the BIA?”16)
While nothing replaces a BIA in the Adaptive BC approach, the Adaptive BC professional should
facilitate a discussion with department staff to determine which services are of value in a postdisaster situation, and why. Note that this is not the same as a prioritized list. Military
organizations sometimes call this, “general intent.”
Adaptive BC posits that a strict recovery prioritization of products and services is unnecessary at
best, and harmful at worst. What is important is that as many people as possible understand
what is important at time of disaster, both inside and outside of their department, and why.
Everyone should understand the “general intent” of what they need to do following a disaster.
Equally important is enabling individuals to take action and make decisions in a post-disaster
environment without direct instruction from leadership.
For the sake of more easily comparing time and value estimations, we can look to the SIPOC17
model from SixSigma as a way for the BC practitioner to guide these facilitated discussions, and
for us to estimate hours. Note that SIPOC stands for suppliers, inputs, process, outputs,
customers, and can usually be completed in 20 to 60 minutes.
Using the same number of participants for this estimate as we did for the standard analysis
phase estimates above, our results might look like:
Table Eleven: Estimated Hours for a SIPOC for SchizzleSoftware
Activity
#
# Hours BC Prof
# Hours
Participants
SIPOC with Departments
60
1
1
1.5 x 20
SIPOC with Executives
6
.5
1
1x6
GRAND TOTAL:

Total
Hours
90
9
99

To keep the main comparisons in the paper as equivalent as possible, we can use the same
valuation score as we did with standard BC in this phase.
Table Twevle: Most likely Evaluation of SIPOC Activities
Benefit
# Participants
RVUs
General Intent and
66
3
Empowerment
GRAND TOTAL:

Analysis Phase Results
The standard BC approach provided 198 RVUs in 870 hours.
The Adaptive BC approach provided 198 RVUs in 84 hours.
Expressing the results as a percentage of Time to Value (TTV) we get:

Total RVUs
198
198

•
•

Standard BC approach: 198 / 870 = 23%
Adaptive BC approach: 198 / 84 = 236%

In this phase, Adaptive BC provided equal value roughly 10 times faster.

Phases Four and Five: Design and Implementation
Standard BC Approach
These two phases involve the design and implementation of recovery and continuity strategies.
There are at least 14 steps for the design phase and another 26 for the implementation phase.
This is a very complicated process, involving all levels of the organization, with a focus not only
on planning, but also the “documented plans” (GPG p. 75) and regular approval from senior
management of strategies, response structures, and solutions.
As a detailed estimation would be quite lengthy, let us make some assumptions for a high-level
estimation of hours. As noted above in our hypothetical situation, the BC professional will only
perform a first pass through these two phases. Assume that each of the 30 steps takes only one
hour of preparation and two hours of execution; note that this is a very conservative estimate,
and likely would require significantly more time. Further assume that only five executives (and
an executive assistant) and four representatives are required from each department.
A final note: The last step for the Response Structure sub-phase as well as the Developing and
Managing Plans sub-phase involves exercising. Assume for the sake of time estimation that this
step merely indicates the need to plan out an approach for exercises, and not the actual
exercise itself, as phase six (Validation) of the GPG specifically calls out exercises.
Table Thirteen: Estimated hours for Design and Implementation for SchizzleSoftware
Steps Requiring Executives
# Execs +
# Hours BC Prof
Total
Exec Assist
Hours
Steps
Design 1, 7, 8
6
2
3
3
Risk and Threat 5
6
2
3
1
Implementation Process 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 6
2
3
6
Develop and Manage Plans 1
6
2
3
1
Activity Requiring Departmental Staff # Dept Staff # Hours BC Prof
Total
(4x20)
Hours
Steps
(per Dept)
Design 2, 3, 4, 6
80
2
3
4
Risk and Threat 1 - 4
80
2
3
4
Implementation Process 4, 5, 9, 10, 11 80
2
3
5
Develop and Manage Plans 2-15
80
2
3
14
Activity Requiring Both Executive and # Staff
# Hours BC Prof
Total
Departmental Staff
Hours
Steps
Design 9
86
2
3
1

Total
Hours
45
15
90
15
Total
Hours
700
700
860
2,300
Total
Hours
232

Risk and Threat 6
Implementation Process (NA)
Develop and Manage Plans (NA)

86

2

3

1

232

Grand TOTAL:

5,189

As always, the question of how to assess the value of these activities is a difficult one. For the
Design and Implementation phase, ISO22301 may provide some guidance. Section 8.3 of this
ISO standard outlines a number of items deemed essential for a successful business continuity
strategy. Sections 8.4.1 through 8.4.4 identify 26 beneficial outcomes of the BC plan.
How many of the 30 Design and Implementation steps will actually achieve value for each of
the 26 beneficial outcomes, particularly if the BC practitioner for SchizzleSoftware is only
making a first pass through these activities? Once again, we must make a good deal of
assumptions with very little research data.
To keep it simple, particularly by way of comparison between standard and Adaptive BC
approaches, simply assume that every one of the 26 outcomes was addressed at least
minimally. Let us assign one RVU to each of the 26 outcomes for each of the 20 departments.
The following three ISO22301 outcome items seem to provide value only at the organizational
level, and not at the departmental level:
• 8.4.2 a) identify impact thresholds that justify initiation of formal response
• 8.4.3 a) detecting an incident
• 8.4.3 d) receiving, documenting and responding to any national or regional risk advisory
system or equivalent
Therefore, for the purpose of RVU calculations, assume that these three items provide value
only at the organizational level.
Based on these assumptions, our estimates might look like this:
Table Fourteen: Most likely evaluation of Design and Implementation activities for
SchizzleSoftware
Benefit
# Benefits
RVUs
# Depts
8.4.1 General
6
1
20
8.4.2 Incident Response
5
1
20
8.4.3 Warning and
5
1
20
Communication
8.4.4 Business Continuity Plans 7
1
20
8.4.2.a, 8.4.3.a, 8.4.3.d
3
1
1
GRAND TOTAL:

Total RVUs
120
100
100
140
3
463

Adaptive BC Approach
Recall that the Adaptive BC professional has now met with each department for one hour and
used the SIPOC approach as a tool to understand what they do, why they do it, and how they
would begin to respond to a major incident.
At this point, in terms of designing and implementing continuity strategies, the Adaptive BC
professional would partner with departmental representatives to create a portfolio of recovery
and continuity strategies for three impacts: Loss of people, locations, and things.1 This involves
strategic and tactical strategies and actions to improve the resources, procedures, and (crisis)
competencies associated with each of these impact scenarios.
The practitioner would need at least two one-hour meetings with four representatives from
each department, and one hour of preparation and follow-up time for each meeting. Also
assume that at least half of the participants would be willing to spend one hour to make some
improvements following the meeting. In addition, the practitioner would likely want to check in
briefly with executives at the end of these improvement sessions, so assume a half-hour
meeting with each participating executive and the executive assistance, along with one hour to
prepare each of these meetings.
Table Fifteen: Estimated hours for Adaptive BC Design and Implementation efforts for
SchizzleSoftware
Activity
#
# Hours
BC Prof # Hours
Total
Participants
Hours
Work with Departments
80
2
1
2 x 20
200
Independent Improvements
40
1
0
0
40
Touch-base with Executives
6
0.5
1
1x6
9
GRAND TOTAL:
249
As the end goal of the BC practitioner is the continuous improvement of recovery capabilities,
we need to estimate value in accord with improvements of those capabilities. For a source of
estimation categories, we can look to The RPC Model of Organizational Recovery as presented
in “Measuring Preparedness and Predicting Recoverability”.18
For an estimation of value, we can use the 21 second-tier items found in the RPC Model. As we
did for the standard BC evaluation, assume that the work successfully addressed every one of
the 21 outcomes at least minimally. Assign one RVU to each of the 21 outcomes for each of the
20 departments. Assume also that each participating executive receives at least one-half of an
RVU for half of the 21 items.
Table Sixteen: Most likely evaluation of Adaptive BC Design and Implementation efforts for
SchizzleSoftware
1

More specifically, the Adaptive BC Professional would set the aperture for BC preparedness activities. See,
Lindstedt and Armour, 2017, Adaptive Business Continuity: A New Approach, p. nn.

Benefit
Resource Improvements
Procedure Improvements
(Crisis) Competency Improvements
Executive-centered Improvements

# Benefits
8
7
6
10

RVUs
# Depts
1
20
1
20
1
20
0.5
5
GRAND TOTAL:

Total RVUs
160
140
120
25
445

Design and Implementation Phases Results
The standard BC approach provided 463 RVUs in 5,189 hours.
The Adaptive BC approach provided 445 RVUs in 249 hours.
Expressing the results as a percentage of Time to Value (TTV) we get:
• Standard BC approach: 463 / 5,189 = 9%
• Adaptive BC approach: 445 / 249 = 179%
In this phase, Adaptive BC provided equal value roughly 20 times faster.

Phase Six: Validation
Standard BC Approach
The final phase of in the standard BC lifecycle as outlined in the GPG is validation. This phase
focuses on exercises to “ensure that the business continuity solutions and response structure
reflects the size, complexity, and type of the organization and that the plans are current,
accurate, effective, and complete” (GPG p. 87). The Developing and Exercise Programme subphase requires ten steps, including “review and assess current risks and threats,” creating “an
exercise schedule,” submitting “to top management for approval,” and the requirement to
“identify any training requirements for exercise participants or planners, and integrate them
into the exercise programme” (GPG p. 89). After creating a “programme” specifically to manage
exercises, the BC practitioner then begins Developing an Exercise as the next sub-phase. This
takes six steps and includes conducting the exercise itself.
Importantly, this phase also includes several other sub-phases in addition to exercises. GPG
requires an additional twelve steps for an audit review. Further, there are eleven steps for
Quality Assurance and Performance Appraisal, and nine for Maintenance. For the purposes of a
shorter treatment of the subject and ease of estimation and comparison, assume that these 32
steps are out of scope for the BC professional’s first pass with SchizzleSoftware. Note, however,
that a more robust estimation of time to value would include hour estimates for these
additional 32 steps.
Finally, there are six steps required for a Self-Assessment of the effectiveness of the BC
program. As I have argued elsewhere,19 it is difficult, if not impossible, for a standard BC
practitioner to identify actual “measures for the business continuity programme against which
performance can be assessed” (GPG p. 101). Whereas the Adaptive BC approach has a structure
for measuring resources, procedures, and competencies, thus providing a basis for valuation

metrics and KPIs, standard BC has no mechanism to achieve this end. Therefore, this paper
does not include this sub-phase in the estimate of hours and value, noting only that this activity
would add additional hours to the time to value count for standard BC approaches.
As with the last few phases of the standard BC approach, this phase could be executed in a
manner both detailed and complicated. Assume that each step of the Developing and Exercise
Programme sub-phase takes the BC practitioner an average of four hours to prepare, and that
any of these steps requiring management involvement takes 30 minutes with five executives
and the executive assistant and one hour of preparation.
Table Seventeen: Estimated hours to Develop an Exercise Program for SchizzleSoftware
Activity
# Execs +
# Hours BC Prof
# Steps
Total
Exec Assist
Hours
Develop an exercise
0
4
1
7
28
program
Obtain executive approval 6
1.5
1
3
31
(rounded)
GRAND TOTAL:
59
Planning and executing an exercise for twenty departments could be a daunting task. Again, to
simplify the estimation, assume that it takes the BC professional only one hour for each of the
three steps leading up to conducting an exercise, and one hour to conduct the exercise and
“debrief the participants immediately after the exercise” (GPG p. 93). Assume that half of the
staff for each department will participate. Assume it will take the BC professional and half of
the participants only one hour to “follow-up to address any issues raised by the exercise and
take corrective action…” (GPG p. 93). Finally, assume it take the BC professional only one hour
to “report the outcome and lessons learned” from each exercise.
Table Eighteen: Estimated hours to Develop and Conduct an Exercise for SchizzleSoftware
Departments
Activity
#
# Hours BC
# Steps
Total
Participants
Professional
Hours
Develop exercises
0
3 x 20
1
3
180
Conduct and debrief
10 x 20
1
1
1
220
exercises
Follow-up and address
5 x 20
1
1
1
120
issues
Report the outcome
0
1 x 20
1
1
20
GRAND TOTAL:
540
What is the measure of value provided by 599 hours of exercise work? The GPG indicates that
there are seven beneficial outcomes, from “confirmation that personnel are familiar with their
roles, responsibilities, and authority” to “ideas for further exercises and scenarios relevant to

the organization” (GPG p. 95). Assuming that every participant from every department obtained
at least one point of value for each of these seven benefits, an estimate of value might look like
this:
Table Nineteen: Most likely evaluation of Standard BC Validation Activities
Benefit
# Benefits
RVUs
# Depts
Exercise programme
7
1
20
GRAND TOTAL:

Total RVUs
140
140

Adaptive BC
The Adaptive BC approach does not require special steps to establish an exercise program for
the organization. Exercises are one of many activities that the Adaptive BC professional simply
performs as s/he works to continuously improve recovery capabilities. In fact, many Adaptive
BC professionals choose to facilitate an exercise as their first step in beginning continuity work
with a department.
As this is the Adaptive BC professional’s first pass through with SchizzleSoftware, s/he will take
one of three approaches to selecting an exercise scenario for each department:
1. Ask departmental representatives if there is any particular scenario they would like to
use, perhaps based on a past incident or current concerns.
2. Select a scenario based on the information obtained during initial conversations with
the department.
3. Use an “instant exercise” approach where one or more scenarios are randomly
generated using dice, playing cards, or software.
The Adaptive BC professional will use existing materials and templates, thus requiring an
average of only 30 minutes to prepare each exercise.
Assume, as we did with the standard BC approach to exercises above, that it takes one hour to
conduct an exercise and debrief the participants. Assume that half of the staff for each
department will participate and that it will take the BC professional and half of the participants
only one hour to follow-up and make initial improvements following the exercise. With these
assumptions, the effort estimation may look like this:
Table Twenty: Estimated hours to Develop and Conduct an Exercise for SchizzleSoftware
Departments
Activity
#
# Hours BC Prof
# Steps
Total
Participants
Hours
Develop exercises
0
.5 x 20
1
1
10
Conduct and debrief
10 x 20
1
1
1
220
exercises

Follow-up and make
improvements

5 x 20

1

1

1

120

GRAND TOTAL:

350

Recall, as with the previous phase, we need to estimate value in accord with improvements of
capabilities. Again, we can use the 21 items found in the second-tier list of capabilities in the
RPC Model. Just as we did for the standard BC evaluation, assume that the work successfully
addressed every one of the 21 outcomes at least minimally, especially as half of the participants
will spend at least one hour following the exercise to make immediate improvements to their
department’s capabilities. Assign one RVU to each of the 21 outcomes for each of the 20
departments.
Table Twenty-One: Most likely evaluation of Adaptive BC Exercise efforts for SchizzleSoftware
Benefit
# Benefits
RVUs
# Depts
Total RVUs
Resource Improvements
8
1
20
160
Procedure Improvements
7
1
20
140
(Crisis) Competency Improvements
6
1
20
120
GRAND TOTAL:
420

Analysis Phase Results
The standard BC approach provided 140 RVUs in 599 hours.
The Adaptive BC approach provided 420 RVUs in 350 hours.
Expressing the results as a percentage of Time to Value (TTV) we get:
• Standard BC approach: 140 / 599 = 23%
• Adaptive BC approach: 420 / 350 = 120%
In short, Adaptive BC provided equal value roughly 5 times faster.

Outcome and Implications:
Here are the grand totals, combining all estimates:
• The standard BC approach provided 915 RVUs in 7,138 hours.
• The Adaptive BC approach provided 1,073 RVUs in 710 hours.
• Expressing the results as a percentage of Time to Value (TTV) we get:
o Standard BC approach: 915 / 7,138 = 13%
o Adaptive BC approach: 1,073 / 710 = 151%
Overall, the Adaptive BC approach provided equal value roughly 11 times faster than standard
BC practices.
A summary matrix appears in Appendix A.

Putting dollar amounts to these results may prove particularly illuminating. Assume that each
hour of work effort costs a blended rate of $100. That means the cost to the organization to set
up a BC program and perform an initial pass of preparedness activities would be:
• $713,750 for standard BC
• $71,000 for Adaptive BC
In all likelihood, the standard BC approach would actually cost more than the estimated
$713,750, as a fair amount of the 7,138 hours are spent with executives whose time is certainly
more expensive than others. In fact, if we separate out the time required specifically for
executive involvement and use a higher blended executive rate of $500 per hour, the total cost
of the standard BC approach rises to $904,350 (Adaptive BC rises to $82,200).
For a hypothetical organization of 401 employees and 10 executives, at a blended staff rate of
$100 per hour and a blended executive rate of $500 per hour, an Adaptive BC provides a cost
savings of $822,150.
Finally, based on the $100 per hour blended rate above, we can calculate a Cost to Value (CTV)
for each recovery value unit (RVU). What does it cost to obtain one RVU for the organization?
• $780.05 / RVU: Standard BC
• $66.17 / RVU: Adaptive BC
A single “unit” of recovery value can be gained eleven times faster with an Adaptive BC
approach – for this hypothetical organization, that is a savings of $713.88 per RVU.
Using the higher blended executive rate of $500 per hour, we can calculate a Cost to Value
(CTV) for each recovery value unit (RVU) as:
• $988.36 / RVU: Standard BC
• $76.61 / RVU: Adaptive BC
The results of this analysis, if at least generally accurate, have critical and far-reaching
implications for the preparedness industry. As an exposition of these implications would
require a separate treatment for each, this paper will only briefly highlight some of the more
important implications for future research, commentary, and academic exploration.

Practitioner Implications
Executive dissatisfaction, lack of participant enthusiasm, and core problems with standard BC
practices are evident.20 While change is often difficult, the BC practitioner might strongly
consider adopting new practices that are more in line with the way organizations expect to
conduct business. Project managers and software developers continue to struggle with the
move to an Agile mindset, and organizations are just recently exploring the benefits of Lean
approaches to operations such as DevOps – but the evidence of their successful outcomes has
become too overwhelming to ignore, and they are employing these approaches despite the

uncomfortable change. The evidence for Adaptive BC successes and its efficiencies may cause a
similar path for change.
Approaches that are able to provide equivalent value in less time should be explored and
preferred, if not ultimately adopted. Such approaches are successful precisely because they
incorporate methodologies from related disciplines such as Agile PM, Lean, and Six Sigma,
creating a close partnership with the customer to provide value in rapid iterations. This all
seems to suggest that BC programs should look to incorporate advances in related disciplines in
order to reduce time and maximize value. Arguably, in order to provide the most professional
service to their host organizations, BC programs must more clearly focus on engaging in only
those activities that directly contribute to improving the organization’s recovery capabilities.

Public Policy Implications
Why should any organization waste efforts where not warranted? As both Lean and Agile state
simply as a matter of principle: Eliminate waste. Now that related disciplines have opened new
avenues of practice, BC approaches can make use of these improvements. Government
programs, public policy, and preparedness work in general should be guided by the most
efficient use of public resources. Moreover, there may be a rather straightforward ethical
argument for the adoption of approaches like Adaptive BC in favor of standard and legacy BC
practices.

BC Support Organization Implications
BC support organizations such as DRI, BCI, and even Gartner have suggested very few significant
changes or improvements in many years. As the Adaptive BC Manifesto posits, “Despite
tremendous revolutions in technology, organizational practice, and global business in the last
fifteen years, standard BC methodology has become entrenched. It has made only small,
incremental adjustments, focusing increasingly on compliance and regulations over
improvements to organizational readiness” (Adaptive BC Manifesto, p. 1). Worse, these
organizations may be reducing21 even this minimal support for BC professionals, focusing their
resources and attention on resilience, cyber security, and community preparedness instead. To
combat the existing problems within standard BC practices, BC support organizations should
take a hard look at advances in related disciplines and how those advances can be applied to
standard BC practices.

Regulatory and Audit Implications
Along these lines, regulatory, compliance, and audit requirements should shift focus away from
individual activities and deliverables and toward what actually matters in any business
continuity effort: Improvement of recovery capabilities. Through no fault of their own, auditors
have inherited a set of standards and guidelines based largely and exclusively on standard BC
approaches. But now, advances in related disciplines and several decades of experience in the
BC field should allow better measures of preparedness. Regulators now have the opportunity to
take a step back from what they have been doing to assess the value of alternate approaches.

Research and Academic Implications
This paper suggests new lines of research and academic investigation. The concept of a
Recovery Value Unit is new to the continuity profession. Explorations into Time to Value have
gone entirely unaddressed. Actual measures of value and recoverability are new. If business
continuity is to become a well-founded discipline, empirical research and formal analysis must
play a critical role. Given the importance of research and formal analysis to discover the most
effective and efficient practices for the organizations in our communities, public and private
organizations should consider providing funds and grants in order to advance and encourage
such work.

Value-Type Implications
Arguably, recovery value should be the primary value sought by the organization when it
undertakes a BC program. This is particularly so if commentators are correct in thinking that a
BC program offers little or no financial return on investment. But clearly there are other,
secondary types of value. A 2012 article by Continuity Central, “The Benefits of Business
Continuity: A Summary,”22 outlines ten potential secondary benefits, including “customer
confidence,” compliance benefits,” and “competitive advantage.” There are other possible
value-types as well, for example, those that provide value back to the program itself and
therefore reinforce the likelihood that the problem will continue. We might call these tertiary
values, consisting of measurable23 indicators such as executive buy-in, participant engagement,
participant satisfaction, and percentage of approved funding for BC-related resource
improvements. One could make a long list of additional, potential values that might be
generated, directly or indirectly, by BC work.
While this paper examined only estimates of TTV for the primary value of recovery, scholars
could perform analyses of secondary, tertiary, and other potential values. The main question
for investigation in this case would be: What type of BC approach provides more and/or faster
non-primary value (and to what degree)? Theoretically, if one could assign weighting to these
non-primary values, scholars could determine something like an ideal algorithm for BC practices
targeting specific outcomes.

Scaling Implications
What if the hypothetical organization used in this paper were larger? As noted above, there are
very few if any economies of scale in BC activities. This means that, in general, costs increase
linearly with the size of the organization. Increasing the size of the hypothetical organization by
five times to one hundred departments, and working with still only six executives, yields the
following results based on the estimating methods above:
o Cost per RVU (at $100 / hour):
• Standard BC Approach:
$918.23
o Total Hours: 33,378
o Total RVUs: 3,635
• Adaptive BC Approach:
o Time to Value: 11%
o Total Hours: 3,430
o Total Cost (at $100 / hour):
o Total RVUs: 3,953
$3,337,750
o Time to Value: 115%

o Total Cost (at $100 / hour):
$343,000

o Cost per RVU (at $100 / hour):
$86.77

These results show that the difference in Time to Value between the two approaches remains
about the same, with the Adaptive approach providing value 10.5 times faster, and thus
providing 10.5 times the savings ($2,994,750).

Human Implications
As electronic storage capacity and processing capabilities double roughly every 18 months,24
and an increasing number of once-human activities are being automated through robotics and
artificial intelligence, standard BC practices are becoming steadily outdated. Rapid iteration is
replacing drawn-out requirements gathering. High availability is making recovery planning for
individual systems unnecessary. Automated discovery and Hadoop tools are eliminating the
need for first-level analysis. Many of the data-gathering practices of standard BC could become
obsolete.
An Adaptive BC approach allows the professional to take advantage of advances in artificial
intelligence and deep learning by focusing on the mission, culture, and individuals within every
department of any organization. Each particular department has its own way of doing things,
and recovery resources, procedures, and competencies that work for one department may not
work for another. The factors allowing for the highest probability of recovery for a steam
generation plant in North America will not be the same for a child care center, hotel, shipping
and receiving dock, trading floor, or many other services in locations across the globe. Flexible,
non-linear, and Agile-based approaches like Adaptive BC may better equip the BC practitioner
to prepare our organizations in the coming decades.

A Final Note: Getting Started with Adaptive BC
While it is not the proper purview of this article to speak in detail about how to apply the
Adaptive BC approach, a few words may be in order. In contrast to most standard BC
methodologies and guides, Adaptive BC allows for a non-linear approach to preparedness
activities. It is not always beneficial to constrain those involved in the BC preparedness process
by requiring that they produce a set of deliverables in a prescribed linear sequence. In order to
best meet the unique needs of each customer, the BC professional should work in rapid and
non-linear iterations to create and deliver measurable value to the participants and the
organization. Practitioner and participant should work in partnership and in whatever order
seems best to them, always with an eye to effectively and efficiently improving the
organization’s recovery capabilities.
The careful reader can extract some high-level direction as to how to approach an Adaptive BC
program, even though such direction was not the goal of this article. In short, the steps outlined
in the article by way of comparison to a standard approach can be extricated and reassembled.
While this article followed the linear progression of most standard BC methodologies, it would
be a straightforward matter for the Adaptive BC practitioner to view these as a portfolio of

potential activities, and to apply them in the order best designed to address the unique needs
of specific participants and the culture of the organization.

Appendix A: Summary of Hours and Value Estimations
Given a hypothetical organization of 401 employees and ten executives, a blended hourly rate
of $100, and a first pass through all six phases of a standard BC lifecycle:
• Overall, an Adaptive BC approach may provide equal value roughly 11 times faster than
standard BC practices
• Savings remain generally linear with Time to Value 10 to 11 times faster for Adaptive BC
even with organizations ten times the size
• In certain phases, an Adaptive BC approach may provide equal value roughly 18 to 20
times faster
• An Adaptive BC approach may provide an estimated cost savings of $642,750
• An Adaptive BC approach may provide an estimated cost savings of $713.88 per RVU
(Recovery Value Unit)
• Both the Time to Value and cost savings estimates improve using Adaptive BC when
given a higher blended hourly rate for executive’s time
Table Twenty-Two: High Level Summary of Phase Estimates
Standard BC Approach
Adaptive BC Approach
Hours
Value
Hours
Value
P&P Mgt
217
10
12
10
Embedding
262
104
Analysis
870
198
99
198
Design and
5,189
463
249
445
Implement
Validation
599
140
350
420
TOTAL:
7,138
915
710
1,073
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